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E3s timeline ffxiv

This is a reminder that in the future (think weeks, not months), it will no longer be possible to modify cactbot files directly for your customization. For example, if you have TEA changes, it will no longer be possible to directly modify the cactbot/ui/raidboss/data/05-shb/ultimate/the_epic_of_alexander.js file
with your changes and have this job. The recommended path is to change to cactbot/user/directory as per this documentation. This is partly due to #1869, but also because of the future plan to get rid of the cactbot plugin and have OverlayPlugin is the only plugin you need where cactbot will be hosted
only remotely. Any of these changes will not help you make direct changes to local files. So this is your warning that direct file modification is not supported, and will not be possible in the future. Check out this documentation on how to use cactbot/user/directory to customize cactbot. Future
groundbreaking changes for developers cactbot will move to Webpack and ESM modules. See the #1869. If you write toggles that depend on cactbot JavaScript code, please chime there so that I can understand how your process looks and how to keep your code working. If you contribute to kaktobot,
subscribe to this problem as well. Changes in this release: raidboss fix browser tts for non-English languages A8N triggers and timelines (#1824) posts: many new UIs from @Echoring  plugin: just reload to file changes if developer options are enabled (to troubleshoot update problems, Part Infinity)



Raid Emulator: Fix positive UTC time zones not working radar add location monsters to radar log (#1788) Fix provoke detection do not like (#1769) oopsy: fix early pull not like (#1816) pullcounter: ignore Božija fisher: patches for missing Diadem fish (#1765) miscellorated bugfixs for fishing on non-English
languages (sorry) translations: many (thanks) I want to add raidboss support for critical engagement i Castrum, Ali, yes htije be a little
uouuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu Also, if you have logs + video, this would also help. Page 2 Watch 38 Star 389 Fork 188 You cannot perform this action at this time.
You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh the seed. You have unsumoreed in another tab or window. Reload to refresh the seed. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can build better products. More. We use optional third-party
analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie settings at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our privacy statement. We use essential cookies, e.g. More Always actively use analytical
cookies to understand how you use our websites, to make them better, e.g. to make them better. and how many clicks you need to perform a task. Read more Edit barret to share: there is no way out of the train we are driving until we reach the end of the line. This article is about a ongoing project that is
constantly being updated. Some information may be inaccurate or likely to change. Before you edit this page, see our policy for updating articles that cover live content. Next comes a chronological list of events that date back to the ultimate fantasy XIV universe. The history of Eorze is divided into
alternating periods of soothing (Umbral Eras) and Prosperity (Astral Eras). Version 1.0 (Legacy) was determined at the end of the Sixth Astral Period. Version 2.0 (Realm Reborn) initially begins in the seventh umbral era. Spoiler alert: follow details for plot and/or end. (Skip section) The singular star is
home to a race of creatures known as the Ancients who are able to freely risk their ether in different shapes according to a particular concept. The great disaster, known as The Last Days, hits a planet that causes the ancients' power to rage and create inexhaustible horrors and supernatural catastrophes.
To stop it, the Ancients join their forces to carry out an incarnation of the will of the Star, the Zodiac, who is able to stop the accident and restore the circle of life. This quest costs the lives of most ancient races. The leaders of the Ancients are negating a new life, so that they can ultimately sacrifice it to the
Zodiac so that the Ancients who were sacrificed in his creation can return. The Ancient Group disagrees, and as their conflict grows, the exorcists summon Hydaelyn to act like Zodiark's shackles. The world of Hydaelyn and its reflections were created from the luxury of the original world as a result of the
conflict between the prims of the Zodiac and Hydaelyn. The process is also a luxury of the original race, the Ancients, in countless new death races with no memory of their original existence, only a few of them escaped this process. The Ancients, who fled the plan to rebuild their world and the Zodiac,
broke the barriers that separate every change from The Source. Their first attempt turned the 13th star into a world of darkness, making it impossible for her to join other worlds. Asciani eventually formed the process of association, starting the umbral Calamities series, which were designed to gradually
rejoin the origin. Wind-pointed soothing. He said the age of the gods was over. Little is known about this era, but legends like the good King Moggle Mog XII give few clues. Midgardsormr came to Hydaelyn because he escaped the destruction of his native planet from Omega with seven eggs, from which
the first publishing house or great wyrms hatched and established the dragon race, while their father entered a deep rest on what becomes known as Silvertear Falls. It is considered the beginning of modern history. Described as the age of the man. The invention of the tools allowed for leave the lifestyle
of the hunter-gatherer. The creation of towns and villages that soon developed into kingdoms. Basic science and simple metallurgy were born. It ended when the development of the tool was abandoned in favor of forging a weapon, causing the period to descend into bloody madness. A mind that needs to
be heard by gunfire. Despite the wars, mankind has thrived, their numbers multiplying every summer. Forests were shinged and fields planted for housing and feeding. The mountains were corroded and the sky was dark. As the scales of balance erupted, a volcano erupted, forcing the world into an
insuauable darkness, followed by huge storms that devastated the country. Mankind has fled to the caves, where plague and plague have swung their numbers. The first forms of magic are to be born from human prayer. Age of prayer. The kingdoms have been replaced by theocracy. The art of painting
and gold has been perfected. The stonework saw rapid progress, and the steel puzzle was solved. The fire has come. The age of holy wars, witch hunts and purification, as religions fought among themselves. With the fields left unattended, those who did not march to war remained in star wars. The sun
grew bigger, exhi d'oeud the earth and the life of all creations was exhi deded. Fields and forests were reduced in dust of stifled waste, causing the deaths. Ascianski Had, known by his title Emet-Selch, helped a man named Xande establish the Allagan Empire in Eorzeja. Xande bypassed much of the
known world before she died, saving Meracydia. The Syrcus Tower was built as a symbol of prosperity and seat power for Allag. It drew solar energy. The Allagan civilization discovered Omega and achieved the omego and achieved the omego, and even developed a space touch. Ultima's weapon was
created as an anti-Isasonic weapon. Allagan civilization has declined over the centuries and become the shell of its former self. The wizard and technologist Amon revived the first Emperor Xande, who revived the Allagan Empire. Although Xande returned the empire to his former glory, he kept his
ambitions from his first life and began with ascians and vocagons from the World of Darkness for greater power when his forces inoothem meracydia. When Bahamut fell in battle, the Asciti men were able to rehean their colleague Tiaama to return his beloved as an a primaries in order to reneg the
invasion. She was heartbroken when she found that she and her husband had created only a vengeful shadow in the image of bahamute. Other cultures of Meracydii called the battle triad in desperate defense. The Ascians have revealed the means to lure the little to Xande. The battle triad was tied and
closed inside Azys Lla, which was used as a key component of the centrifugal crystal engine. Xande used Omega to defeat the primal Bahamu and captured it in an artificial satellite, Dalamud, with many captive dragons who were in a tantalizing stasis to summon him as dalamud was in orbit around for
the collection of solar energy. Tiamat was taken to Azys Lla and taken to stasis. Xande, who remembers his death, went after what his accomplishments would be if they faded with him. He decided that if a man had nothing after death, there should be nothing and made a commitment with a powerful,
obliging entity called the Cloud of Darkness to drag Hydaelyn away. The rebellion against his rule prompted Xande to force extra energy out of Dalamd to throw open the void and summon the Cloud of Darkness. The Syrcus Tower could not contain the hasty, and released the excess into the ground with
a major earthquake. The tower sank into the ground, with Aton, who placed the tower and its passengers in stasis. This marked the beginning of the fourth Umbral era. A major earthquake caused by an energy swooth from Syrcus Tower destroyed all the land areas in the Allagan Empire. Their civilization
quickly fell apart with much of their knowledge scattered or lost. All that was left was Azys Lla, who was falling into the sky as the automated feature continued. Dalamud remained in orbit for millennia. Later generations would have known her as a smaller moon, or Menphin's loyal hunter because of its
location near the moon. The technology was restored to pre-Allagan levels after the earthquake. There was a period of severe glaciation known as the Age of Infinite Cold. The ancestors of modern Miqo's arrived in Eorzej by crossing the frozen seas. The 12th Shrine was built. The period begins when the
Eorzeans discovered the magic. A talented thaumaturge named Shatotto, on a hat, she used the magic of Meteor to name a star containing dark matter. Stardust Rods, a pioneer of the art of black magic, came out of it. In Yafaem, the black magic nation, known as Mhach, became the dominant force
because their emptiness could control the voids. At Vylbrand, nym city-state is thriving. Although small, their army was reinforced by scholars who summoned the villa of Arcanima, which allowed them to defend the country against larger enemies. In Black Foothold, a kingdom called Amdapor flourished,
which developed white magic to get ed out to the black magma of Mhach. The War of the Magi was knocked out when Mhach declared war on Amdapor and Nym. Mhach's emptiness was called a large void known as Diabolos to attack Amdapor. The demon was imprisoned in the city using white magic.
They disguised a void called Bitoso in Nym, where the entity caused a mysterious plague that turned citizens into Tonberries. The excessive abuse of white magic has caused a great flood of Elementals, which has plyeded Eorzeo, paving the way for modern city-states. The mhachi emptiness that
foreshad the poor created a void for their people to escape. The ship was powered by a thousand enclosed empty, including their leader: Scathach, Queen of the Shadow. The Mhachi were in the way of their Cessair, As a prisoner to keep Scathacha in the hold. In the end, Scathach proved too for
Cessair to catch him as she sheed a tighter on the second hole. In the end, Cessair and her 53 voids forced themselves to sacrifice themselves to search the voids. The ship sailed for centuries in a sea of clouds controlled by Cessair's famous Cait Sith to ensure the ship was not disturbed. After the sixth
umbral period, the mysteries of the emptiness of magic were lost to the Mhachi, and both white and black magic became marked as forbidden art. Only the Padjars, who were sanctious to use the full power of white magic, were spared, while allowing the chosen ones to use part of that power as white
wizards under the instructions of Padjala. Nym was destroyed by a swooth of wind energy (perhaps in an attempt to escape from rising waters). The dates are listed as part of Eorze's Lewphon calendar from Sharlayan written by The Five Ages - An Eorzean Chronology. The Elezenov group settled in
Coerthas. They ended up in a bloody war with the dragons of Dravania until they learned that one of their own, Shiva, had allowed her to be devoured by the great wyrm hraesvelgr so that their souls could be committed. This inspired a truce between two races that would last two centuries. In Coerthas,
the Iron King Thordan I wished the source of the power of dragons: their eyes. Thordan, his son Haldrath and his twelve knights, attacked the great wyrm Ratatoskr and devoured her eyes after he killed her. With Ratatoskr power, Thordan wanted to build a city that would become Ishgard. The group was
attacked by an enraged Wyrmking Nidhogg, who wanted to avenge his sister's death. Thordan and some of his men were killed in a week-long altercation before his son Haldrath stabbed Nidhogg's eyes with his father's spear and allowed the dying dragons to escape from grace. Regretting how their
actions led to his father's death and the end of the ceasefire, Haldrath gave up the right to lead and left the four surviving knights of his father, the founders of the High Houses, to rule Ishgard in his place, while becoming the first Azure Dragoon to stand up to Nidhogg's followers. When the four knights
inooudthed the events in the Bible for the Church of Ishgard, To serve as Ishgard's center of power, Nidhogg forced the Hraesvelgra brothers to take their eyes so that Nidhogg ostao meu lived how the taally clog of the descendants of Isgardian would justify how the svi would wear the iskru Ratatoskr
sustine to them. This began the millennial Dragonong War in the Northwest. The Galadion ship was stranded in Vylbrand. The city-state of Limsa Lominsa was established at the site of its wreckage using parts of the ship. The helmsmans of Galadione, Jean De Nevelle and Guy La Thagran, were tasked
with exploring the island. Their paths became the main roads of La Noscea. Sharlayan researcher Coinach historical proof of the existence of ancient Allaga, proving that they were more than a myth. Ixal was housed in The Black Ogr. The people of Gelmorra gradually gained permission from the
elementale to show up and settle the city-state gridanio. Hecatoncheirs, who were slaved to work in the Copperbell mines, rebelled during the Thorne dynasty of Ul'dah. They were locked up in the mines and they thought they had died. The Ixali were banished from the Black District by the Elementals and
moved to the Xelphatol mountains as they gradually lost their ability to fly over passing generations. They developed balloon airships to make up for the loss. Nidhogg woke up to a rampage in the northwest until he was stopped by St. Valeroyant, then Azure Dragoon. Solus zos Galvus was born, the
vessel Emet-Selch. The Enigma Codex was completed by Xaela the philosopher. During the reign of King Manfred, the city-state of Ala Mhigo invaded the Black Wills and began the Autumn War. The cities of Ishgard, Lims Lominsa and Ul'dah have sent reinforcements to Gridania. This was the first stage
of the Eorzej alliance, and Ala Mhigo had to withdraw. In order to bring urban states closer together and improve trade after the Autumn War, a new currency called gil was introduced to deal with exchange rates. Roddard Ironheart created the first complete map of modern Eorzej. Emet-Selch, who had
the body of Solus zos Galvus, founded the Garlean Empire and provided an advanced magistrate to quickly bring the continents of Ilsebard and Othard under his reign. During the invasion of Othard, the Garleans first encountered the idea as a serious obstacle. Toto-Rak was sealed by an older see-off.
Theoric, king of the ruins, fought to wipe out the Fist of Rhalga, the monks of Al Mhigo. Almost all the monks were killed. The People of Home was mowed down by Garlemald. After 100 years of invading Theodorik in Ala Mhig, Gaj van Baelsar captured the city-state for Garlemald. This has established a
fence for future invasions of Eorze. They summoned an unknown priming, which briefly halted a further invasion. Nidhogg woke up to take revenge on Ishgard and confronted Azure Dragoon Alberic Bale in a village called Ferndale. Although Nidhogg withdrew, he devoured the village of Ferndale, with
Alberic's later successor, Estinien Wyrmblood, as one of his survivors. Sharlayan evacuated his colony in Dravania in anticipation of further turmoil, leaving only Matoya. One group of scholars, led by the mujahideant Louisoix Leveilleur, called Circle of Knowing, decided to intervene in the future of
Eorzeje, despite official policy. Their goal was to use their knowledge to oust the prophecy of the seventh poor. The Garleans have moved to Mor Dhono, which is supposed to be a nexus of ethereal energy, and therefore an essential source of control before they can rule. The fleet forced by the
dreadnought Agrius changed its mind. Lake Silvertear, their presence, upset midgardsormr when he woke up and called the Dravan Horde to rebling the air fleet in the Battle of silver skies. The battle ended when Midgardsormr midried around the flagship Agrius and plunged it to the lake. Blown ceruleum
tanks in the hulk killed wyrmking and created a pillar of light that erupts from the wreckage. Mor Dhona became contaminated by the leak of cerule along with an ether that was released from the dying wyrmking. In the following decades, mass crystallization of flora followed. The intertwined wreck of
Agrius became known as the Guardian of the Lake. In the crossfire, a village in the area was destroyed during the battle. The Revenant's Toll camp was set up in memory. Echo sounded all over the world. The affected saw the vision of the falling stars. Ul'dah began to expel the monsters for fear of the
Garlean threat. The Citadel of The Citadel in Galemand experimented with the Allagan Lunar Transmitter. It mysteriously exploded when Dalamud briefly began to glow. This incident killed Midas nan Garlond, whose son Cid defected to Eorzea. In the Rhotan Sea, the strange island of Seal Rock
appeared. Commonfolk speculated that the island was mythical Swallowtail Roam, where Lymlaen was believed to have tied the thalaos and Perykos sea snakes. The views of the water snakes in the waters further speculated about the treasure on the island. Gaius van Baelsar retreated to Al Mhigo to
destroy Agrius. The period of calm began when Garlemald postponed the invasion. The cities-states, which were expected to compete with the Garleans, have re-moved a string of armies that have been searched by czechs and adventurers to obstruct crime against the a byne of dedicated crowds. The
asciani they got, the beast-tribes of Eorzeje brought to the edge the primals of both the city-state and the Garlean Empire. Warburton, a former imperial spy of Ala Mhigo, was killed in a car rampage. His 12-year-old daughter, Ascilia, remained an orphan and was in the care of the song F'lhaminn. She later
changed her name to Minfilia for protection. After knowing that Echo had been possessed, she formed an organization called The Twelfth Path, on the advice of the Circle of Cognition, for those affected by a strange gift. Cesar Solus granted Nael van Darnus permission to use the Meteor project on
Eorzeja, believing that destruction as a buffer against the emerging primary threat was the safest option. Both Gaj van Baelsar and the emperor's grandson, Varis yae Galvus, objected to the need to defeat Eorzej rather than destroy it, and secretly undermined the Meteor project. The events of version
1.0+ took place this year. Raubahn Aldynn, the bull of Al Mhiga, used his winnings from a gladiator's career to buy himself a seat in the Syndicate. He returned the dead flames with the support of Sultan Nanamo Ul Namo. Merlwyb Bloefhiswyn became Admiral Limse. Among his ordinances was the
restriction on piracy, which limits it to privacy against the Garlean Empire. She returned Maelstrom as the main army of the Thalacracy. The great elder Seedseer Kan-E-Senna returned to Gridania and again stopped the Order of the Twins and called for the re-formation of the Eorzej alliance against the
Eorzei threat. Varis yae Galvus secretly planted a mole in the Eorzean Alliance. Nael van Darnus and the VIIth Legion vehiedly built Castrum Novum in Mor Dhoni in order to house the Lunar Transmitter and call Dalamud down from heaven. Although the transmitter was destroyed by adventurers, Nael
ended it using the ancient magic of meteor. Nael was killed on the floating islands of Rivenroad. Dalamud continued his descent. Louisoix Leveilleur is set to summon The Twelfth as the final resort against the falling moon. The Eorzean Alliance moved to carteneau flats against the swollen Legions VII.
While smuggling people out of Ala Mhiga, Ydo Hext was killed by Galean soldiers. Her younger sister Lyse persuaded Yda's partner Papalym Totolym to allow her to take Yda's identity to continue her sister's work. During the Battle of Carteneau, Dalamud broke up and released Dreadwyrm Bahamut.
After a long prison, Bahamut took Eorzea. Louisoix tried to squeeze the disengagaous elder Primal by attracting the 12th. This failed when his rage broke free and prepared a colossal attack. Archon beamed survivors into the future and prepared to come to terms with his fate. The remnants of the defunct
shell remained like a cloud of ether absorbed by Louisoix, which was stinged by prayers for the reborn by being turned into a primal birth, Phoenix. He destroyed Dreadwyrm's shape, scattered Bahamumut to pieces and saved Eorzej from destruction. Bahamut's heart has sink into the ground. Before
Louisoix could manually disperse himself back into the ether, dreadwyrma's unmuted fury demanded his spirit and pulled him underground, where fragments of Dalamuda would slowly try to repair the Elder Primal. Louisoix's headquarters, Tupsimati, recovered Kan-E-Senna and returned to the Circle of
Knowing. The survivors woke up in Eorzeja, which was forever altered by bahamutic rage. They're for rebuilding. Many of the structures that had long been buried in the earlier Umbral era were, like the Throbbing Palace, excavated by unrest. Among them are allagan buildings such as the Syrcus Tower,
and the ruins at Carteneau Flats, which were said by Omega. Prierta has been under severe climate change that has caused an indisterable winter. The Dravanian horde captured the Stone Bead, and the Dragon of Svara smashed the Steel Bar. He teamed up with Pot 12 in a new organization called
Cions of the Seventh Dawn. Merlwyb Bloefhiswyn began to rebuild La Noscea's infrastructure, inviting former pirates to emerge as farmers and breaking a land contract She did Lomins with The Koboldi. Gaj van Baelsar has quietly had the devotion of his XIV. imperial legions built throughout Eorzej,
rename Castrum Novum in castrum centers and build a fortress at Castrum Meridianum. With the Ultima weapons that took him to Ala Mhiga, he planned a new campaign for the march. Cid nan Garlond was rescued by Father Iliud from St. Adam Ladam's Church. He suffered from amnesia and remained
as a priest under the name Marques. The Revenant's Toll camp was captured by a faulty crystal formation that circled his Aetheryte. A new settlement was established to the east, called simply the Revenant's Toll. The rift in Sylphlands over the lure of their ramuh was caused by many fleeing to the village
of Little Solace within the Gridani borders. Two years after Calamity, the Au Ra group first tried to use the Enigma Code to wake Alexander in a discarded Sharlai defensive sword. The leader, Dayan, was brought in by a summoned creature with most of the dead. The only survivor is Mide. This is where
the events of the reborn from realma begin. Adventurers begin to fade into Eorzej in order to be reborn in real. The grandchildren of the twins Louisoix, Alphinauda and Alisaie Leveilleur also come to Eorzej to understand the sacrifice of their grandfather. Primal ifrit Amalj'aa was killed by a fearless
adventurer blessed with Echo. The adventurer was later offered a membership of the Grand Company. The succession of the seventh dawn is an alliance with small salads. Investigations into a mysterious Ascian named Lahabrea have uncovered a plot by refugees in Little Al Mhig to call Rhalgr as an a
prim about the serial murder of Lady Amandine' family. Kobold summons his god Titan as a prim about vengeance for breach of contract. The Slayer Ifrita captures Lord Krags with the help of Y'shtole. Livia sas Junius launches a surprise attack on Waking Sands, which captures Minphilia and other
Scions present, and kills the rest. The Titan slayer returns just to discover the slaughter. Dying silf Noraxia refers to Minfili's last instructions to seek father Iliuda for help. Garudo summons Ixal in Coerthas. Alphinaud is looking for an adventurer and cida in The Church of St. Adama Landame to rebuild the
Scions and confront the Lord of the Swirls. The cid begins to remember the memory. The trio are heading for Coerthas to find Cid's missing airship, the Enterprise. As they try to gain the trust of the Ishgard knights, they become entangled in a conspiracy that the false inquisitor subjuks more noble. They
are allowed to inhale into the stone bed and recover the airship. Dressed in a broken crystal to undo Garud's cyclone, they face the Lady of the Wells. Gaius van Baelsar shows up and starts questioning her. Irritated by both Scions and imperial legata, he forces Ifrit and Titan to appear by toming prisoners
Amalj'aa and Kobolds. Gai reveals Ultima Weapon, which absorbs all three primale. With its intimidating new super arms Gaj is issuing an ultimatum to both the city-states and the beasts-nobility that require capitulation. Minfilia and other Scions are rescued from Castrum Centers. When they escape,
Lahabrea reveals that he's been ousling Thancred's body. Minfilia is reviewing the Eorzean Alliance to stand up to Gaju, as they did against Nael five years ago. They are preparing a military counterattack, called Operation Archon, as their official response to the ultimatum. In Cape Westwind, 1000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0 The Red Twin Adder surrounds the Castrum Centers, allowing the Immortal Flames to advance to Castrum Meridianum. Raubahn Aldynn leads. Livia sas Junius is slaughtered in Castrum Meridianum when adventurers disable the field of force around The Praetorium. Cid
drags a striking team of adventurers to the fortress, where Gaj explains more about Cid's father's involvement in the Meteor project and even offers him to rejoin. In Pretoria, the team face Nero Tol Scaeva, who escapes during a brief darkening. With the elevator to Ultima weapons, Gaj face the group. At
the bottom of the gaj complex pilots Ultima weapons and fight adventures in a soaring elevator. With the blessing of MotherCrystal Hydaelyna, the party withstands the attacks of Ultima Arms. Ifrit, Titan and Garuda are released, but Lahabrea appears and activates Sabic's heart inside the weapon and
casts the spell of Ultima. Pretoria is devastated by the horror. The party is secured by the last power of the mother crystal and ends with the weapons of Ultima. When Gai falls, Lahabrea attacks the adventurous and declares Hydaelyn a corruption that imbalances the planet, and attacks the adventurous
for threatening the Askajce's plans. The adventurer uses the light crystals found on his journey to extricud Lahabrea from Thancred's body back into the Void. When the Pretoria begins to collapse, the adventurer with Thancred flees from the base at Magitek Reaper. Gai also survives and becomes
ascina's hunting mercenary Shadowhunter in order to avenge those who manipulated him. On Silver Lake, the leaders of the Eorzei Alliance celebrate the victory over Gaul van Baegar by proclaiming the beginning of the seventh Astral era. Even as they celebrate a new era, the terrible roar reminds them
that the problems with this land are far from over. All events from patch 2.1 and up will be during this period. Since Ultima's weapons are gone, the beast-tribes do not hesitate to re-summon their primles. The adventurer meets Alisaie, who wants to study the dalamuda fragments, which he is working with
in Castrum Occidens. Infiltrating the Bahamuta Coil, they discover buried fragments of Dreadwyrma and encounter an ancient dragon, slaved by the Allagan Empire. Cid nan Garlond Sons of St. Coinach in the study of the Crystal Tower. With the help of adventurers, they form a coalition called NOAH that
oversus the initial barrier of the eight Sentinels and is being impinted in the Labyrinth of the Ancients. Seven dawn is moving to The Revenant's Toll to escape the pressure of the unions. A white-robbed Ascian named Elidibus introduces himself to The Minphilia. Elidibus hopes to focus on their gift (Echo)
and state that if the Scions understood the true nature of Echo, there would be no quarrels between them and the Asscans. The Garlean Empire is embroiled in a succession crisis with the death of Solus zos Galvus. The far eastern Vassal Kingdom of Dom is resisting Garlean rule to brutally crush zenos
yae Galvus with many refugees fleeing across the sea. One group of home-made refugees, led by Yugiri Mistwalker, is coming to the Ul'dah and seeking asylum. With Alphinaud's help, they give her an audience at the Syndicate, which rejects her. Alphinaud suggests transporting them to The Revenant's
Toll and arrange transportation. The Sahagins summon their primal Leviathan. During the abyss on sapso, the priest Sahagin uses the Echo to achieve an inciporeal form before absorbing it primal. To face Leviathan after moving into open water, a custom barge is built, treated with broken crystals called
the Whorleater, to provide a means to defeat the Lord before creating a tidal wave. By the orders of Seedseers, the Warrior of Light enters the Lost City of Amdapor. Adventurers fight Diabolos in the heart of the ancient city. Diabolos escapes in the form of a bat and escapes into the void to get the
Queen's coffin, where Scathach is. Despite Cait Sith's attempts to stop him, Diablos regains his former power while he foreverts the seals on his fellow void. Alisaie and the adventurers are searching another Bahamas coil. They encounter the see of Nael van Darnus, who is defeated at holocharts. Union
member Teledji Adeledji is hoping to get a bill to return Carteneau, with the secret supply of weapons sparked by unrest among the refugee population, which is the culmination of unrest. Raubahn Aldynn and the Sultana believe he is looking for Omega, who was buried in Carteneau Flats, but cannot
arrest him when he has covered the trail. Because of the unremited, refugees are fleeing to the Black Blood, which pushes Violet Silfe into the lure of his primaries, ramuh, who only leaves after an adventurer escapes him in duel. Due to the controversial nature of carteneau flats, the Eorzean Alliance
appoints a place for frontline squaling. Deliveries from Ishgard to The Revenant's Toll are becoming increasingly a target for harriers. Lord Drillemont asks the adventurer to join his knights as a pre-weld in delaying the stone thud. Alphinaud has found a new independent large company called Crystal
Braves, responsible only for With the help of mysterious strangers called Doga and Unei, along with the unexpected support of Nero tol Scaeva, NOAH learns about the whole story of Syrcus Tower and gain access. A team of adventurers eliminates the ancient Emperor Xande, but his pact with the Cloud
of Darkness is not complete. Doga, Unei and Nero are inseced in the world of darkness. Ser Aymeric de Borel of the Temple Knights invites Alphinaud and the adventurer to the conference at Camp Dragonhead. It demands that Scions keep an eye on the lake's guardian, as astrologers believe it will soon
ignite midgardsormr. The Harriers' attack on the crystal shipment reveals that they intend to summon Saint Shiva as an a prim about it. The Harriers were tracked down to the tunnels that stretch beneath the Snowfly, where the adventurer is face-to-face with his leader, Lady Iceheart, who claims that what
they do is to end the war. The meeting of the Eorzej Alliance is convened in Gridania to discuss the threat posed by the new Garrison Emperor Varis zos Galvus. The Crystal Braves are investigating a Garlean spy called Ivy, believed to be a high-ranking member of the Immortal Flame. They find out the
spy is Sheriff Eline Roaille. The adventurer is facing Iceheart. It brings into the body the essence of the holy shiva and becomes primal. After the defeat, Iceheart asks the adventurer to look at the guardian of the lake and see with his eyes that there is an untapped truth for war and that he does not
question his mother's gift as he retreats to the Void. Eline Roaille escapes and escapes to Castrum Meridianum. She's caught again at Raubahn, which was captured by crystal marshal Ilberd Feare. She later tells Raubahn that she has dealt with several clients, including the monetary and random
heretics of Ishgard. At a private dinner with Admiral Merwylb and Kan-E-Senna Nanamo Ul Namo, he announces his intention to disband both the Union and the monarchy in the belief that Ul'dah will be better than the republic, and asks that raubahn be supported in the transition. Teledji finds out about
the Sultan's plan and decides to kill her. Adventurers explore the Final Coil of the Bahamas, where the truth about Calamity's aftermath is explained by Louisoix Leveilleur, now a primal Phoenix. Before the Hulks internment can prevent it from guaranteeing bahamu's final death, adventurers must defeat
Bahamu Prime in the Burning Heart. NOAH enters the world of darkness through the emptiness created by the Crystal Tower. The cloud of darkness has been overcome long enough for Doga and Unei to undo Xande's Pact. Neroa saves Cid Garlond at the last minute, declaring that he owes him. The
Dragon Star is given in bright illumination as the great Wyrm Nidhogg wakes up and calls another attack on Ishgard. To confirm which wyrmking was in the lusce, the Holy See asks the Scions to investigate the lake's keeper. At the top The adventurer meets the spirit of the Midgardor, awakened by his
son's dragon. When he realizes that hydaelyn has chosen a mortal, he dries out the blessing of light and holds back the shape of a small dragon and declares his intention to observe adventurous acts. In North Thanaan, the adventurer and Moenbryda face Asciano Nabriales, who realizes that blessing is
gone. He goes to the Rising Stones to confiscate the Tupsimati. With Mlyphilia, who refused to hand over the staff, Nabriales kidnaps her in an aeteria, and a sistr struggle follows to save her. To prevent immortals from constantly being harassed by acquiring new bodies, they capture him in an
experimental White Auracit. Moenbryda sacrifices her life force, so tupsimati has enough power to eradicate nabriales' spirit. The Dravanian horde descends on Coerthas as the dragon rises into the cress. Lady Iceheart scatters the farthest section of Daniffen Collar, threatening a direct attack on the city.
Ser Aymeric reluctantly asks for help from the Eorzean Alliance and sells swords in defense of the city. With reinforcements, the main attack bounced back, and Nidhog's champion Vishap killed off the adventurers on the Steps of Faith as he tries to break the remaining obstacles. Sultana is hosting a
banquet celebration. Aymeric and Lucia, who are attending the holidays, intend to state their sub-ore for the Holy See to join the Eorzej Alliance. Teledji makes his move and the banquet grows sour when Nanamo Ul Namo naoko dies from poisoned wine before the adventurous eyes before he is caught.
After Aymerica sent away news of the astonishing raid on Ishgard, Teledji accuses the adventurer and Scionse of regicida, such as crystal braves and corrupt brass slices, to change the traitor and reveal his true allegiance to the monetarists. Adeledji's teed over Namamo's death caused a distracted
Raubahn bifurcate union member, which prompted most of the party to flee. Lolorito accuses Raubahn of being in league with the Scions when Ilberd cut off Raubahn's left hand and sang him as an adventurer, and Scions flees. The adventurer is the only one who escaped from the palace through sil'dih
Aqueducts, as the other Scions return to hold the corrupt guards. Alphinaud escapes only because of pipin tarupin's intervention. Raubahn is locked in the Marasaja cave as Lolorito, as he apparently osued the removal of his two rivals, begins to cover up what happened at the banquet. The remaining
Scions collapsed again at Dragonhead Camp under the House of Fortemps hospitality. Lord Haurchefant welcomes them to stay until the Holy See grants official asylum. Due to the impeccable use of the forbidden spell Flow, Y'stola and Thancred are set to Lifestream. Ishgard opens the door to judgment
for adventurers, with adventurers, Alphinaud and Tataru entering the city Sanctuary. They're taking them as a section of House Fortemps. Adventurer and Alphinaud are working with Azure Dragoon Estinien and Lady Iceheart, whose real name is Ysayle, to negotiate peace with Nidhogg's brother and The
Shiva consortium Hraesvelgro. During the journey, the adventurer kills the priming of Gnatha, Ravane and Nidhogga, Tioman. But Hraesvelgr refuses to negotiate with the group. The scions liberate Raubahn, and when he learns that Lolorito has replaced the poison in the sultan's wine with a sleeping
pool, he brings us back to life. Ul'dah remains under the control of the monetaryists, who prefer stability to the fact that Nanamo and Raubahn are in their positions. After Tioman's death, Nidhogg has called off the attack on Ishgard and retreats to his fortress, Aery. With the blessing of the Holy See,
Estinien and a group of adventurers attack Aery and use the power of Nidhogg's eye to kill him, Hraesvelgr, naoko, that is the basis of Ishgard's social fabric – believing that only members of the High Homes are the followers of Thordan I and his knight's 12, whom Fury is odabao to find Ishgard – a lie;
Besides, the Coertans and the Dravani were confidential, but Thordan betrayed the dragons by killing Ratatoskr. These revelations lead to a revolution in the Holy See, and after the battle inside the vault, Archbishop Thordan VII and his bodyguards, the Heavenly Division, are fleeing Ishgard. The
Heavenly Division and the VIth imperial legion of the Garlean Empire are both looking for the floating continent of Azys Lla, created by the Allagani for etherochemical research. The Archbishop intends to use the power of the war triad to become a primal and permanently ending the Dragonsong War; The
Legion hopes to find a weapon that can be used to close the prim. With the death of Van Vanu's nickname, Bismarck, the first one gets the key to Azys Ll. The adventurer regains the Blessing of Light, which earns the full support of Midgardsormr, and comes to Azys Lla. During the multi-faceted conflict
between asciani, the Legion, the primal form of the Heavenly Division and the remains of Scions, archbishop, Lahabrea and Igeyorhma, they are all killed. Nidhog's spirit has Estini's body through his eyes and is re-born. His revival continues with the Dragonong War, which is worse, the archbishop's
actions necessity with the combat triad. Aymeric after the death of Thordan VII. Midgardsormr agrees that he and Aymeric will slowly heal the wounds of the Dragonson war and bring peace, but he recalls Nidhogg's revival. Elidibus is calling on the Warriors of Darkness to help him clear the fainting left
behind by Lahabrea and Igeyohrm. Illuminati are trying to awaken the primal Alexandra because of his extremist idealology, almost drying out the drava hinterland of the ether. A team of adventurers, led by the Warrior of Light, are investigating now has appeared right hand colossus, gordias sector, with
the help of Mide. It is discovered that Seal Rock has fragments from Dalamuda, which highlights the presence of Allagan Tomelith and alludes to the true origins of the island. The Eorzean Alliance defines the content of the contested island for frontline activities. A mysterious young man called Unukalhai
appears at the Rising Stones and recalls the surrender of the coming threat of a rising triad war. Survivors from the Valic Waves, Krile, come to Eorzej to help the Scions in their search for their missing comrades. It helps to find Thancred in Dravania, where the warriors of darkness meet for the first time.
Hard fundamentalists of the Ishgardian Orthodox Church, known as the True Brotherhood of Faith, railed against the changes brought about by Ser Aymeric revelations about the history of the Dragonong War. They planned both arson and a failed attempt to assassinate the Lord Commander. Later,
several refugees are taken hostage in a hostage vault, demanding that Ser Aymeric be re-treated to the patrician charges. When different factions on Eorzej explore the Sea of Clouds, the repetitive-looking emptiness of the Ark collects the reputation of the ghost ship, while attracting much of the attention
of the heavenly pirate who believe he has the treasure. Heavenly pirate Leofald convinces the adventurer to help him and his group explore the ship of ghosts facing the thrones of non-Herer horrors that wander its corridors. A group of diabolos beats up the prize as they capture the Queen's coffin and
create a temporary void with a void to escape. While Leofald agrees to help the adventurer find the Queen's coffin for adventure and treasure, his rival Radlia wants to gain the Ark's void for reign over the sky. With Matoya's permission, the light warrior travels to Antitower to get to Matikristal to track down
The City of Minfili. It's become the word of the mother. Aymeric is planning a peace conference at Falcon's Nest with Hraesvelgro. Things are negotiated when Lord Emmannelain mistreated the protest. In the hope of increasing morale before the conference, grand melee is cast with the rest of the Eorzeic
Alliance. The peace conference plan continues and Aymeric presents a sculpture in honor of Shiva and Hraesvelgru in front of Vidofniro. The conference is being destroyed by Nidhogg, who, in the form of Azure Dragoon, attacks Vidofnir and declares that the final chorus of dragonsong war will begin
soon. Alexander is trying to wake up again, this time with another hand, which appeared on an island in the Thaliak River. As the new Midas sector is explored, the Illuminati take the Goblin Roundrox hostage and recover the last part of the Enigma Code. Although the second core is shut down, the entire
code allows the power of the illuminati in the course of time, and will eventually reverse these obstacles while they are ready to finally core. Unukalhai brings aid to adventurer, Uriager, Y'shtol and Krile in With the first of triad who woke up, Sephirot, Fiend. The Light Warrior and Alphinaud join Aymeric to
try to persuade Hraesvelgr to help them defend Ishgard from Nidhogg's seine. Hraesvelgr is pointless until the intervention arrives in the form of a father who informs the great wyrm of Scions' plans to rescue Estinien. Hraesvelgr puts the group through a series of experiments in Sohr Khai, the former
home of Ratatoskr, with Hraesvelgr a face-to-face adventurer in the battle itself. Convinced of their power, it once again insous hope into man. Nidhog's roar indicates the beginning of the final battle for Ishgard. The party is fought after a battle that is already underway after Hrasevelgru and his children
Vidofnar and Verdfolnir. Hraesvelgr face his brother's son, but loses. His hope in man is entrusted by the warrior of light, thus authorizeing the use of one of his eyes to help them in battle. The adventurer defeats Nidhog, thus withholding to return to Estini's form. The adventurer and Alphinaud are trying to
remove Nidhogg's eyes from Estinien, who has become enthined and fought against the control of the great Wyrm. Nidhog's spirit is finally laid to rest. Eyes are thrown into the amoeaca of the Clouds, while the remaining Dragons of the Horde flee at the event of the master's final death. Estinien is sent to
recover while Ishgard celebrates the real end of the Dragonsong war. In the weeks that follow, massive changes are moving through Ishgard. The reign of the archbishops and the church ends as ishgard passages to the republic. Despite his wishes, Aymeric de Borel is elevated to the highest seats in the
new House of Lords, while the House of Commons allows former low-birth former low-births to have a voice in matters of their own home. Aymeric is re-establishing a contract with hraesvelgr publishing and the city is moving towards reconstruction and helping its allies in the Eorzej Alliance. Estinien
resigns from Azure Dragoon and goes on his own journey. The warriors of darkness, according to Elidibus's hall, acquire Nidhogg's eyes for use in Aski's plans. Alisaie Leveilleur was discovered in her attempts to follow them, but was saved by Thancred. Leofald receives the news that Radlio and her
crew have captured Diabolos' voids while searching for emptiness. The famous Cait Sith concludes that the voids explore the ruins of Mhach to find Nullstone, Mhachi's artifact with the power to break them down or strengthen them. Leofald and the adventurer lead another team to explore the city and
fight the voids they face, and eventually face the Nullstone guardian Calofisteri before claiming the artifact for themselves. Zero Ferdiad appears with Radlio as a hostage who demands Nullstone in exchange for her life, but Leofald deceives him and saves Radlio before the pirates escape. Because
Nullstone is in their possession, Cait Sith believes they are free from the threat of shadows. Diabolos, on the other hand, intends to acquire the artifact himself. VIth Imperial Legion, led by Regula, breakthrough through the departments that Urianger placed at the Aetherochemical Research Facility to
acquire the secrets of binding prim. Scions and Unukalhai fenced them off before they could get them. Alisaie and Thancred find refuge in Ishgard after escaping from the warriors of darkness. However, young Elezen was struck by a poisonous arrow and required medical attention. Before she is taken
away, she informs bystanders that Ixal intends to retrieve Garuda from her home in Xelphatol and that the militants are planning to kill her to encourage them to take even greater action. Aymeric has the Ishgardian Knights to open the way to the bird's badugas to allow the adventurer and Alphinaud to
fight their way through and stop the ceremony before completing it. The warriors of darkness arrive with a new ally and, as a reward to defeat them to the punch, share their story. The chosen heroes of Hydaelyn from the first of the 13 reflections, their actions were pulled from the flood of light that
threatens to devour their world altogether. They can't stop him, they've teamed up with the Asciti and come to Vira to join the next association and spare their world the fate of the afterases. The warriors take a leave of absence before the Scions can stop them. Unable to follow the Warriors, Scions focus
on exploring how Ixal collected the crystals needed to make up. Alisaie joins them. With the help of the Eorzej alliance, they discover that the crystals move through the spy network left behind by Elline Roaile, most likely ascian hands. They state that the Koboldi will be the next tribe ready to call and go to
the Overlook camp in La Nosce to observe the situation. The adventurer and Alisaie come across a young kobold named Ms. Bu, whose parents opposed the recurring annexation of Titan and was taken away by a high priest to sacrifice him. With his help, Scions infiltrates O'Ghomoro and enters the Belly
Button, but the ceremony has already begun and his parents are dead. Ms. Bu, who has been driven away by grief, completes the appeal himself and calls for a pitiful incarnation of Titan, which the warrior of light puts down. Ms. Bu enters the state of catatonia, and Alisaie curses Maelstrom to give him
hope that one day he will return him to normal. Scions is once again investigating the supply of crystals, saying that Ala Mhigan's resistance had been used by large quantities. Little Ala Mhigo found out about a new shadow of rebellion, called Masks, led by a charismatic man known only as Griffin.
Observing a speech by one of his counterparts, Scions meets Papalym and Yda, who were accepted by the resistance after the events at the banquet. After meeting Griffin, they learned that the Masks had entered into an agreement with Amal'jaa to gain their help in the fight against the empire, they gave



them crystals to summon Ifrit. Papalymo and Yda search mask hideout so they don't stay crystals, while warrior, Alphinaud, Alisaie and Thancred go to a bowl of cranes to avoid contrite. They found the warriors of darkness who killed Amal'jao, who protected the city. As they got tired of mixing beasts, they
decided that killing one person capable of saving people from the primary threat and other threats besides, also served well to join, and they came to the end of the adventurer. Scions is incapacitated, but a mysterious ally of the Warriors has since been rescued, it has been revealed that Urianger. The
warriors of darkness are defeated, but they refuse to give up, they attract the power of their crystals of light to escape. Urianger requires that the adventurer do the same, and the result of resonance transports all present to the aetheial torn. The mother's word meets the heroes of the First, revealing that
the light of the crystals gave Hydaelyn enough power to allow Minfilia to act freely as her transmittings. Minfilia joins the Warriors on their way home to stop the flood of light. She said goodbye to her friends, and she gave tupsimati to the adventurer before the band left. Scions returns to The Source and,
with the primary threat being considered, go home to the Rising Stones and report to the alliance leaders. Alisaie and Krile officially join as members of Scions, while Papalymo and Yda return. The adventurer trusts Tupsimati Papalym at his request. The real Griffin is working with Elidibus to recapture Alo
Mhiga. Elidibus gives nidhogg's eyes to keep the plan in motion. The Illuminati use Roundrox and the power of enigma Codex to fully awaken Alexander. Mide, Y'stola, adventurer and Garlond Ironworks infiltrate alexander's main sector to save Roundrox and once and for all turn off the primal colossus.
The activation of Alexander's time power during this expedition reveals the initial incitedity of Mide and her companions was instead the arrival of the displaced colossus, her companions murdered by the Iluminati snipers, and her lover Dayan shouting at Alexander himself. The adventurer and the
Ironworks have closed the crystal core, but they must go to the command center forever to close the primal. They saved Roundrox, but they were caught by Quickthinx, who can use Codex, but he wanted the use to be safe, for the reason he caught a young goblin. Mide broke up with her client earlier to
process the revelations, returning and shooting Quickthinx in the head, allowing the client to shut down Alexander. Cyborg components waved goblin kicking in, keeping his body alive to use the Codex to restart Alexander once again. Alexander stood up to Quickthinx, overloaded the circuit and killed him
once and for all, as well as destroying the Codex before it started. its power by its own power. Mide hears Dayan, still alive, from the inside of the prim, and learns of his intentions, urging the client to leave while he joins him. Alexander cuts off the flow of the ether in the hinterland and gets caught in a time
loop. Through a few history books about the Hotgo tribe, the party learns that the originals will appear in the past, while Mide and Dayan have become the founders of the tribe. Sophia, a goddess, was freed from stasis by her thralls, escaping herself from stasis due to the collapse of the building system.
After the defeat, the rest of the Thralli cut off her life support to prevent another swearing-in. All events before shadowbringers events will take place during this period. The warriors of darkness are returning to the First with Minfilia. Minfilia and the Warriors, except Ardbert, are sacrificed to prevent a flood
of light to completely ingest Norvrandta. Although the flood is stopped, those who ate them become sin eaters and deal with survivors for a century, while Ardbert's spirit roams the country. The Crystal Tower and G'raha Tia from an alternative future are transported through a time space in Lakeland to
The First. G'raha learned of the 8th Umbral calamity and the alchemical weapon caused by the Black Rose, agreeing to the descendants of Garlond Ironworks to undo the dark future two centuries after it appeared. Under the Crisis of The Crystal Way, it pours survivors into its cause and builds
Kristarium, and later becomes the last bastion against the sin-eaters. Emet-Selch is closing in on Vauthry's father, Mayor Eulmore, as part of a plan to join The First with a source. The mayor agrees that his unborn son will become Lightwarden. Under Vauthry's reign, eulmore rabbits with sin-eaters, while
becoming a hedonistic paradise, secretly feed their citizens meol, made from meat-eaters of sins, to expand their control of the population. Diabolos attacks Redbill base, steals Nullstone and injures Leofald. Radlia, who wants revenge on the empty, lends his airship to help the adventurer and Cait Sith
lead another team to track down the base of the void in Dun Scaith. They defeated the awakened Skathach by fighting through the fortress. Diabolos absorbs the power of the defeated queen's emptiness and transcends in Diabolos Hollow, but is still defeated. Before he can escape flawlessly, Leofald
appears and causes him to drop the Nullstone, allowing Cait Sith to use his power to defeat him once and for all. The pulse of the ethereal power from the awakening of Zurvana Demon releases its thralls, which are dragging themselves to relax and strengthen their master. Regula van Hydrus helps
Scions and Unukalhai. Although the Demon is defeated, the legatus sacrifices his life to save Unukalhai, who reveals his master that he is Elidibus, and that he himself is from the world formerly known as the Thirteenth, who was A flood of darkness and is now known as emptiness. Ala Mhigan Resistance
warrior M'naago Rhaz is in contact with Scions and warned them of Griffin's plans to stall the Baedar Wall with recruits from various Ala Mhigan refugee camps. The Eorzen Alliance agrees to mobilize its forces in preparation for a potential Galean response and stations in the eastern city. Scions
Papalymo, Yda, Thancred are accompanied by ally Yugiri to try to get in touch with Griffin to convince him to leave his course. Griffin has orchestrated a false flag operation, garbing his soldiers in alliance colors to criminalize them and drag them into war, menting them nearby playing in his plan to
convince The Gagash about the Eorzean threat. The warrior of light is mobilized to find and catch Griffin, while Alphinaud goes into contact with the other Scions and bring them to the rescue. The warrior encounters the real Griffin, the treacherous renegade Ilberd Feare, and defeats him. Ilberd reveals his
true plan by lureing his unredeaded brothers into a trap where they are slaughtered by Garlean Machina. Using nidhogg eyes as a platoon, Ilberd is sacrificed to complete the contrition ritual by using the pain and fury of dying soldiers to create a primal whose mighty would eclipse bahamu. Papalymo,
who arrived late on the scene, used Tupsimati to repeat the leaking spell Louisoix tried to apply to Bahamut, a spell that cost him his life, while the rest of the party was forced to withdraw. The still-shaped design is locked, but it is only a temporary measure. Doman samurai Gosetsu Daito arrives in
Vesper Bay in the hope of finding his comrade Yugiri. He meets urianger in Waking Sands and is directed to the Rising Stones in Mor Dhoni. After mourning for their fallen companions, the Scions join the Alliance to discuss the currently bound primaries. Cid Garlond offers his expertise in orchestrating the
solution, but the debate leads nowhere until the former XIVth Imperial Legion of Tribunus Nero Scaeva makes an unexpected appearance. He suggests using Omega because he found a robotic creation and studied it enough to figure out how to activate it. The alliance agrees, but the warriors, Yugiri, Cid
and Yda act as guards and observers. The expedition team is reunited with the Rising Stones, where Gossh reunites with Yugiri. Samurai who learn the goals of the expedition insist on joining them. When they arrive at omega's location in the ruins of Carteneau, they are filled by an imperial
reconnaissance team led by en Grynewaht pyr Arvina. The expedition is being hingeded by the Garleans, and Cid and Nero are preparing to activate Omega. When Yda's ready, it activates Omeg's launch sequence. A robotic super weapon arrives at Baemar's wall, just like a primal exhi-based exhi-
based exhi-skaters from its icing. Two creatures are fighting over the Gyr Abanian side, causing a lot of damage before primal, it launches deeper into Gyr Abania, while the machine itself collides in the Mountains Of Periphery, which frees itself from allagan control and begins to create a simulation inside
the Interdimensional Rift to help it find ways to improve its capabilities. The outcome of the battle is still unknown to the Alliance, as two entities have lost sight in retirement. Because they don't want to leave The Omega and the primaries they call the Shinry, where the Garleans can acquire them, and
they are relieved into an inevitable war, the alliance is pushing into Gyr Abania by delaying the Baemar Wall. Flame General Raubahn has been appointed commander of the United States Forces. Yda reveals that she is the real Lyse, the younger sister of the original, and the gosets reveal that he came
for Yugiri on behalf of their master. The alliance takes over the Baedar Wall and sets up a base camp in CastrumUccidens. They're asking for the Scions' help in contact with the local resistance union, Ala Mhigan. Lyse volunteers who run this venture have already met with them. Gosetsu and Yugiri are
going to Othard and Dom to help fight their nations. Leader and resistance spokesman Conrad Kemp agrees with the alliance with the Eorzej army. The Scions participate in various reconnaissance and sting operations to help the Alliance gain a stronger placeholder in the region. Scion Arenvald
Lentinus, another Echo Wizard, joins the quest to liberate his hometown. Ala Mhigan Imperial Viceroy Zenos yae Galvus discovers and personally leads the attack on the resistance headquarters in Rhalgr's Reach, defeating the warrior of light and gravely injuring Y's. There's a lot of dead people as a
result of the raid, and the resistance has been crushed. The Alliance collapses again and temporarily withdraws its advance. To help the resistance rebuild, the alliance and the Scions need to moisturise in order for the war on the two fronts to be enough to stim much enough to give them time to raise
funds. Warrior, Lyse, Alisaie and Alphinaud travel to Othard to make contact with Gosetsu and Yugiri and help Doman resistance. With the help of Tataru, they convince Kraken's Arms Captain Carvellain to lend his ship in his expedition. The Scions arrive in the port town of Kugane, where they are
greeted by a representative of the Eastern Aldenard trading company Hancock Fitzgerald, who hosts them on behalf of Lolorita during their mission. During an investigation into the whereabouts of the Doman duo, they meet with the merchant Soroban and realize that their men were about to drive west
across the Ruby Sea. Gosetsu was in Sekiseigumi custody, but he got his freedom through duele. Join the Scions on Yugiri's trail to Yanxia, and Alphinaud and Tataru remain in the Kugane to coordinate their efforts. Scions is in contact with the Confederacy, a group of pirates who were expelled from The
Home after the Galean occupation, and Hingashi. The Confederacy was The Garleans refuse to acknowledge their authority over the region, which has caused Hingashi to refuse to deal with them either because they want to remain on the good side of imperial rule. The Emperor's sub-general, Yotsuyu
goe Brutus, arrives in the village of Iseri near Grynewaht, diverted as her guard. As a result of her persecution of the villagers, Gosetsu exposed himself and was captured to spare them their anger. Scions calls on the Confederacy to obtain its help in exorcising the imperial presence in the region and
rescuing The Gosh. The Confederacy disagrees because the emperors have the help of Red Kojin, who increases his forces. Scions is meeting Soroban in his village of Tamamizu. Although the Blue Kin are not warriors like red, the village elder reveals an asset that would cause the red Skinn to leave his
place in the region: an attack on their world vault. To access the vault, Scions are given a blessing that allows them to breathe underwater. The elder asks the Scions to find the lost treasure and return it to the vault during the mission. The Scions contacted Raen of Sui-no-Sato, also the birthplace of
Yugiri, and asked for their help in repelling the Garleans, though they refuse. With the treasure found, the Scions invaded Ilsa Zekki and broke into the treasury. The resonance of the belief of Kojin and the treasure brings susana, the master of resurrection. Susano's defeated, and Red Kojin scrambles to
defend her home. The Confederacy seized the opportunity to expel the isolated Garleans in a series of attacks. Yotsuyu is forced to leave Iseri and Gosetsu, which is reunited with Scions. The Ruby Sea freed garlean influence. The Confederacy undertakes to provide assistance to the Covenant in Othard.
Alphinaud rejoins the party as they go to Yanxio. The client reunites with Yugiri, who found her master Hien. Hien doesn't want to start another rebellion unless the Yanxie people still have the will to fight. Scions helps the domana resistance to free the bullets and helps the people in the hope of lighting up
the fire for freedom. Zenos yae Galvus has arrived in Yanxio to fulfil his duties as viceroy, including a tour of the region. Yugiri and the Warrior fail to murder the imperial heir, but they are saved by the intervention of the indigenous peoples who have decided to fight again. Zenos, who wishes someone
could challenge him, sees The Warrior as a potential worthy enemy, leaving the Defense of Home to Yotsuy. Gyr Abania heard that Shinryu was requested by the Garrigan forces, who were stationed there and that Zenos returned. Alphinaud and Alisaie remain in Yanxia to help coordinate domanov's
efforts, while the warriors, Lyseja and Gosetsu yugiri lead in Azim steppe to meet Hien. The young gentleman wants to gain the forces of the Xaela tribe by participating in Naadam as a warrior The Mole Tribe, and ask your new rabbits to join them. After obtaining proof of their ability to cooperate and
meet with various tribes, including Dotharl and Oritor, the party joins Molo in Naadam. The warrior of light demands victory for mole, and is crowned the new Khagan of the tribes. They assign the elder Mole as their representative and get the help of the tribes in collecting the Home. The party returns to
Yanxio to coordinate the attack to remove Garlean's presence. Fordola rem Lupis captures the Wings and introduces it to Zenos. Zenos has his scientist Aulus mal Asina experiment on it to unlock the mysteries of Echo. The Imperial Forces of The Home were embodied at Dom Castle. Hien plans to flood
the castle and make way for the remaining forces with the help of the Confederacy and The Blue Kojin, while soldiers Xael and Doman are engaged in ground troops. Hien, Yugiri, Gosetsu and Warrior lead the attack on the castle to find Yotsuyu. Warrior defeats magitek-enhanced Grynewaht. Hien strikes
a yotsuyu that activates bombs hidden in the castle roof in revenge. The Gosets are sacrificing themselves to allow the group to escape by holding the roof. The castle collapses, and Gossh and Yotsuyu's bodies are not found among the wreckage. With the apparent death of their v.. The rest of the
Garleans retreat, and dom is without imperial rule. Hien vows to keep Scions in the case of Ala Mhiga once internal affairs are settled. The Scions arrive in Limsa Lominso and find out about Krileja's fate. Join the Eorzean Alliance to begin their return to Gyr Abania. The liberation of Doma has diverted
imperial forces into shutting down other future rebellions in their territories and isolating the XII legion from supplies. Alliance and Reform Ala Mhigan Resistance name this second push Operation: Rhalgr is a ree.s. Their first operation was to attack imperial forces to allow the resistance to capture the
Veodyna Bridge. Fordol, commander of the command, is forced to retreat. Princess Qalyane Anante, who was taken hostage, was killed when her co-star tried to run her down. The leader of Qalyana summons the goddess Ananta, Sri Lakshmi, as a prim about her grief. The warrior is forced to confront
and co-ord this newborn warrior. Fordolo, who is suffering from humiliation for her loss, is reassing her desire for power and persuading her to be the first candidate to undergo the Resonant procedure. The United States troops are pushing into the southern half of the Peaks, stalling the city of Ala Gana,
and planning an attack on Specula Imperatoris. Fordol, now with the power of artificial Echo, was given the command of Castrum Abania. The alliance has begun to put pressure on Specula Imperatoris. Fordola, at the behest of Zenos, commands castrum Abania's ceruleum canon shooting on the tower.
Many soldiers on both sides die in chaos, including Conrad. His last breath commanded his shadow of resistance and the position of the spokesman, Lyse. Estinien Wyrmblood, on his mission to hunt Nidhogga's eyes, contamins the ceruleum canon. The alliance is sending forces made up of Alphinaud,
Alisaie, Lyse, Warrior and other soldiers to capture Castrum Abania. Fordola proves his new strength, badly injures Alisaie and avoids defeat, but the base falls into Eorzej's hands. The alliance comes to Lochs before Ala Mhigo. The favourite is granted asylum in Ala Mhig. The Empire is preparing to
attack Alo Mhiga, while the warrior of light and Alisaie strikes the Call again. Warrior and Alisaie take part in a trial activation of the barrier at Burn. The Galean warship landed with a shadow hunter who got out of this with a coma-like Alphinaud. The shadow hunter reveals himself as Gaius Baelsar, who
defected from the empire, and reveals information about the Ascian hierarchy, the Black Rose weapons and the Allagan cloning facility, where the dwellings are the spare bodies of the late Emperor Solus. The warrior, Alisaie and Hien parsley between the Eorzean Alliance and Emperor Varis, revealing
Garlemaldov's real goal of restoring the original race from which the origin and all thirteen fragments originated, believing that once they joined, they could defeat the Askajce together. The alliance rejects this, and the conflict escalates into open warfare, which is emerging victorious against the first wave.
Alisaie's hurt calling and she falls coma. The warrior returns to Ala Mhiga and gets engaged to Elidibus, only for their soul to be called G'rah. He brings their help to save the First and directs the Warrior to locate the transmitter at the base of the Crystal Tower in Mor Dana. When Elidibus strikes a killer
blow, Estinien saves the Warrior and drags them to Ishgard. Tataru Taru, Garlond Ironworks and sons of St. Coinach are looking for a lighthouse. The real Zenos comes too late in Ghimlyt Dark and declares that it will repay what is legitimately his: his body. After that, he's got the body of Centuron, who
just killed him. Community content shall be made available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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